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Environmental Screening Evaluation 

MMI evaluated the general environmental conditions of the parcels in the Freight Street area District by 
conducting limited research and reviewing available historical documentation.  The purpose of the 
review was to help make a determination if known or suspected soil or groundwater contamination 
exists and the relative effect of that contamination upon future site development.   

The parcels in the Freight Street District are located within a Class "GB" groundwater area, which is 
generally defined by the CTDEEP as groundwater not suitable for drinking without treatment.  The 
Naugatuck River abuts the western border, and is the closest surface waterbody.  This section of the 
Naugatuck River is classified by the CTDEEP as a Class "B" surface water, which is generally described as 
waters suitable for industrial supply and agricultural purposes.  All the parcels are wholly or partially 
located within a CTDEEP Natural Diversity Database area, signifying that one or more 
endangered/threatened species potentially maintain habitats in this location.  

The area generally has an extensive history of industrial use, including the operation of a brass rolling 
mill, a rail yard, an incineration plant for nonhazardous, regulated and hazardous materials and the 
generation and distribution of electricity, along with smaller industrial and/or commercial operations 
such as auto body repair and maintenance shops.  These operations, some of which go back to the late 
1800s, are documented to have significant negative environmental impacts to the underlying soil and 
groundwater.   

Various environmental investigations appear to have been performed from at least the early 1980s 
through 2017 to address the presence and extent of contamination issues.  The results indicate that 
contamination within the soil and groundwater currently exists primarily within the north, north-central, 
west and southwestern parcels although some degree of contamination is expected to be present 
throughout the District.  The  presence of the contaminants are generally site-wide in these parcels, and 
are known or assumed to include polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), volatile organic compounds (VOCs), 
semivolatile organic compounds (SVOCs), total extractable petroleum hydrocarbons (ETPH) and select 
metals such as arsenic and lead.  In many cases, the contaminants exceed one or more listed CTDEEP 
Remediation Standard Regulations (RSRs).     

If future development requires earth excavation in the north, north-central, west and southwestern 
parcels, additional time and expense will be required to conduct further environmental site 
characterization.  This includes conducting more extensive subsurface investigations and soil and 
groundwater sampling to completely identify and delineate contaminated soil.  Once the contamination 
is characterized and delineated, a soil management plan should be developed to address where and 
how to handle, stockpile and/or reuse the soil disturbed during development.    
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Summary of Site Use(s): 

130 Freight Street/West Main Street Parcel (aka D'Addario Enterprises, formerly Environmental Waste 
Resources and Waterbury Brass Rolling Mill) 

These parcels, totaling approximately 14.38 acres, were developed in the late 1800s as a brass rolling 
mill, followed by a number of other industrial purposes such as the storage, processing, removal of 
and/or acceptance of metals and hazardous, nonhazardous and regulated waste.  Environmental 
investigations have been conducted at the site since at least 1962 and it appears that remediation is 
being conducted with EPA oversight.  Various contaminants including PCBs, VOCs, SVOCs, ETPH, and 
metals have been released to the soil and groundwater as a result of past land uses.  An April 2011 
Phase I ESA indicated that at least four Solid Waste Management Units (SWMUs) are present 
throughout the site, and at that time, a lawsuit was reportedly being filed against the owner (D'Addario 
Enterprises, Inc.) by the CTDEEP for environmental regulation violations.  The Phase I ESA also identified 
21 areas of environmental concern (AOCs).  These AOCs and SWMUs were further evaluated and 
summarized in a December 2011 report.  This report identified three major environmental liabilities: the 
presence of non-aqueous phase liquid petroleum (NAPL) in the groundwater, the widespread 
distribution of PCBs in soils at concentrations exceeding CTDEEP RSRs, and off-site migration (third party 
liability) of contaminants toward ecological receptors in the Naugatuck River. 

These parcels are currently vacant. 

170 Freight Street (aka MRT Realty) 

This 6.23 acre parcel was once a part of the 130 Freight Street rolling mill operations.  More recently it 
was occupied by H & H Parts Cleaning, Inc. (H&H) and Alliance Products & Services LLC (Alliance), both of 
which conducted industrial operations.  Initial environmental research indicates that H&H was listed as a 
small quantity generator in November 2000, then listed as a large quantity generator beginning in 
February 2006 and continuing through at least June 2010.  The hazardous waste generated included 
trichloroethylene (used in vapor degreaser processes) and several environmental inspection violations 
were listed related to the handling of this waste.  The records identified for the Alliance operation 
included a manifest record from March 2007 for the transport of 110 gallons of "toxic liquids, 
flammable, organic, N.O.C.," indicating that this business also generated hazardous waste. 

A Phase I ESA report conducted in September of 1996 indicated that this parcel had been used as part of 
the 130 Freight Street brass mill operation from approximately 1903 to the early 1960s (heavy metals 
contamination).  The report also noted during the site visit that there was evidence of the following: 
buried, unused USTs; PCB-containing equipment; asbestos-containing materials; solid waste disposal 
operations; and several hazardous substance containers in connection with identified uses.  In addition 
to these RECs noted, the report stated that the site itself is located in an area of historic fill.  Another 
Phase I ESA was performed on the property in October 2006, which indicated similar observations as the 
September 1996 Phase I ESA.   

A follow-up Phase II ESI was performed on this site in December 2006 which identified releases to the 
groundwater and/or soil beneath the parcel.      

The site is currently occupied by a mix of commercial and light industrial uses. 
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250 Freight Street/751 West Main Street (aka CL&P/Eversource) 

These two parcels total approximately 12.7 acres of land, and are located west-adjacent and 
hydraulically downgradient of the 130 and 170 Freight Street parcels.  Both parcels have been owned 
and/or operated by Connecticut Light and Power Co (CL&P) or predecessor companies since at least the 
1950s.  Between the 1950s and 1970s, CL&P periodically leased the northern parcel to other small 
business for light industrial and commercial use, such as the Connecticut R.R. and Lighting Company and 
a gas station.  By 1977, CL&P ran power distribution operations throughout both parcels.  A 2015 Phase I 
ESA identified at least 20 environmental AOCs throughout both parcels, including at least three satellite 
hazardous waste storage areas.  A March 2016 Phase II/Limited Phase III ESI and a May 2017 Data Gap 
subsurface investigation addressed the AOCs and concluded that the soil beneath the site is impacted 
with PCBs, SVOCs, and/or ETPH due to past operations.  The reports also suggest that a portion of the 
impacts to the soil beneath these parcels may be partially attributed to the migration of past releases 
from upgradient parcels (130 and 170 Freight Street parcels). 

Up until 2016, the building was used as an Area Work Center (AWC) for Eversource (formerly CL&P) and 
was used for fleet vehicle storage and repairs, electrical operations, equipment storage and 
maintenance, and transformer storage and repairs. Currently, Eversource maintains the operation of its 
electrical substation in the building and conducts some vehicle storage and repairs. Portions of the 
building are leased to MacDermid for use as office space. 

649 West Main Street (aka Walgreen's) 

This 4.16-acre parcel was occupied by a rod and wire mill, associated with the Waterbury Rolling Mill, 
from the late 1800s until approximately 1977 when the building had become vacant.  There were no 
environmentally-related records available for initial review of this parcel and as a result, the condition of 
the soil and groundwater at this parcel is unknown at this time.  Since past use on this parcel included 
former rolling mill operations, it is suspected that the subsurface soils and/or groundwater beneath this 
parcel may be of similar environmental quality of the 130 and 170 Freight Street parcels.   

Currently, this parcel is occupied by several commercial businesses within a strip mall, including a 
restaurant and other retail (Walgreens, Advance Auto Parts, a liquor store, etc.).      

Jackson Street Parcel, Freight Street Parcel, 45, 67, 131, 175, 185, 195, 245 Freight Street (various 
businesses, mostly commercial with light industrial) 

These remaining southern and southeastern parcels of the Freight Street District were initially 
developed in the late 1800s as a railroad freight yard ("N.Y.N.H. & H.R.R. Freight Yard") and partially 
used by the rolling mill facility to the north.  By 1950, a General Machine Shop had developed on the 
westernmost parcel, 245 Freight Street, and by 1963 a Research Center for the American Brass Company 
had developed adjacent to the General Machine Shop.  The southern-central parcels had become 
occupied with other commercial use such as a restaurant, grocery and produce distribution centers 
between 1959 and 1963.   

Although past environmental investigations do not appear to have been conducted on these parcels, it is 
likely that due to the historic use, releases to the soil and/or groundwater including ETPH, SVOCs, VOCs, 
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metals and/or PCBs may have occurred.  No other significant environmental information was available 
upon initial review of the 45 through 195 Freight Street parcels.   

Development of these parcels has remained similar as the past development with a produce shop, 
offices of commercial sales, a used appliance shop and a restaurant.  A railroad platform currently 
remains in the southeastern section, surrounding the 175, 185 and 195 Freight Street parcels.  A 
summary of the initial environmental review of the 245 Freight Street parcel is detailed in the section 
below.       

245 Freight Street (MacDermid, Inc.) 

The 245 Freight Street parcel (approximately 5.95 acres) was historically a part of the rail yard 
mentioned above.  The parcel became occupied by its current owner, MacDermid Inc. Laboratory in 
1982.  MacDermid is a chemical manufacturing company.  Numerous manifest, disposal and 
environmental permitting records were listed under this property, due to the generation, storage, 
handling and off-site shipment of hazardous waste materials/chemicals.  Although past environmental 
investigation reports were not available for review, MMI believes based upon anecdotal information 
that significant environmental assessment and remediation activities have been conducted on site.  The 
exact status of those activities is unknown at this time. 

1014-61-01-d2117-rpt 
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PRELIMINARY ENVIRONMENTAL SCREENING MATRIX
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Map ID M/B/L # Address1 Parcel Size Owner Name1 Most Recent Use
Past/Current 
Environmental 

Records?

Past Land Use of 
Environmental 

Concern

Soil Contamination 
Likely?

Groundwater 
Contamination Likely

Known/Suspected 
Predminant 

Contaminants of 
Concern

Regulatory 
Involvement

Regulatory Program
Relative Cost Impacts 

to Development

(acres) (if known) Y/N Y/N Y/N Y/N Y/N (if known)
(based upon current 

understanding)

A 273/22/12 Freight Street 0.79 J S D Partners
Commercial Vacant Land‐
Parking Garages/Lots

Y Y Y Y ETPH N ‐‐ LOW

B 272/22/24 130 Freight Street 10.56 D'Addario Enterprises Distribution Warehouse Y Y Y Y
PCBs, VOCs, SVOCs, 

ETPH, Metals
Y

RCRA_CORRACTS, 
CERCLIS_NFRAP, FED 

BROWNFIELDS
HIGH

C 272/22/23 649 West Main Street 4.16 Hayden, Timothy & Amy
Community Shopping 

Center
N Y Y Y

ETPH, VOCs, SVOCs, 
Metals

N ‐‐ LOW

D 272/22/21 170 Freight Street 6.23 M R T Realty Light Industrial  Y Y Y Y
PCBs, VOCs, SVOCs, 

ETPH, Metals
Y ‐‐ MEDIUM

E 272/22/22 West Main Street 3.82
Environmental Waste 

Removal Inc.
Distribution Warehouse

F 292/22/1 250 Freight Street 6.03
Connecticut Light & Power 

Co
Office Building Y Y Y Y PCBs, ETPH, SVOCs Y RCRA (SQG) HIGH

G 272/22/1 751 West Main Street 6.68
Connecticut Light & Power 

Co
Storage Warehouse

H 292/18/2 245 Freight Street 5.95 MacDermind Inc. Laboratory Y Y Y Y
PCBs, VOCs, SVOCs, 

ETPH, Metals
Y CERCLIS_NFRAP HIGH

I 318/18/3 Jackson Street 3.39 J R D Properties LLC Office Building N Y Y Y
ETPH, VOCs, SVOCs, 

Metals
N ‐‐ LOW

J 292/18/12 175 Freight Street 2.39 Brass City Lumber Co Office Building N Y Y Y
PCBs, VOCs, SVOCs, 

ETPH, Metals
N ‐‐ MEDIUM

K 292/18/3 185 Freight Street 0.45 185 Freight Street Inc. Restaurant N Y Y Y
PCBs, VOCs, SVOCs, 

ETPH, Metals
N ‐‐ LOW

L 293/18/21 195 Freight Street 1.86 Davis Ave Greenwich LLC Mixed Use/Retail, Storage Y Y Y Y
PCBs, VOCs, SVOCs, 

ETPH, Metals
N ‐‐ LOW

M 293/18/1 131 Freight Street 2.37 American Republican Inc. Distribution Warehouse N Y Y Y
PCBs, VOCs, SVOCs, 

ETPH, Metals
N ‐‐ LOW

N 273/18/62 45 Freight Street 8.55 A D P Realty, LLC Distribution Warehouse Y Y Y Y
PCBs, VOCs, SVOCs, 

ETPH, Metals
Y LUST‐CT MEDIUM

O 273/18/30 67 Freight Street 0.43 Calli Realty LLC Dairy Sales Y Y Y Y
PCBs, VOCs, SVOCs, 

ETPH, Metals
N ‐‐ LOW

Notes:
M/B/L # Map, Block and Lot number for each parcel
1 Parcel address and ownership information as published by the City of Waterbury
Y Yes
N No
PCBs polychlorinated biphenyls
VOCs volatile organic compounds
SVOCs semivolatile organic compounds
ETPH extractable total petroleum hydrocarbons
RCRA_CORRACTS Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) Resource Conservation & Recovery Act (RCRA) Corrective Action Program
CERCLIS_NFRAP EPA's Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA, formerly known as Superfund), No Further Remediation Action Planned
FED BROWNFIELDS EPA's Federal Brownfields database
RCRA (SQG) EPA's RCRA Small Quantity Generator of hazardous waste
LUST‐CT Leaking Underground Storage Tank, Connecticut Database

See Parcel B

See Parcel F

W:\Design\1014‐61‐DE\Data‐Collection\Freight St District Envirosite Records\Summary Table of Research.xlsx
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